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A B S T R A C T

Since Rosetta's lander Philae touched down on comet 67P/Churyumov-Gerasimenko on November 12, 2014,
many tools have been applied to reconstruct Philae's flight path and attitude between separation, the touchdowns,
collision and the final landing at Abydos. In addition to images from the cameras onboard both orbiter and lander
(“OSIRIS”, “CIVA” and “ROLIS”), radio tracking results, solar array and radio data link housekeeping data, one of
the major sources for timing and attitude information were two point magnetic field measurements by the
magnetometers “ROMAP” and “RPC-MAG” aboard Philae and Rosetta. In this study all the different results are
combined to determine in further detail what happened to Philae during its travel above the surface of 67P/
Churyumov-Gerasimenko. In addition to a description of the descent dynamics and the attitude during rebound,
the approximate coordinates for the collision at 16:20 UTC with the rim of the Hatmehit crater and the second
touchdown are estimated. It is also shown, that Philae did not change attitude between the end of the first-science
sequence and September 2, 2016.
1. Introduction

In November 2014 Philae landed on comet 67P/Churyumov-Ger-
asimenko, as part of the Rosetta mission [1–4]. As the Philae lander is not
equipped with dedicated navigation instruments [5], information about
the trajectory and attitude during descent were to be reconstructed using
both orbiter and lander observations. Initially, this was not considered to
be problematic, as only a simple gravity based descent without any
further movement after touchdown was planned. Several tools were
prepared to reconstruct the attitude after landing. Descent tracking
would have been possible by analyzing the CONSERT (Comet Nucleus
Sounding Experiment by Radiowave Transmission) radio instrument [6]
ranging results. Initially the attitude was to be reconstructed primarily
using OSIRIS (Optical, Spectroscopic and Infrared Remote Imaging Sys-
tem) camera images taken from orbit and by analyzing the currents of the
individual solar cells [7] backed up by the comparison of magnetic
st 2017; Accepted 14 September 201
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two-point observations using the orbiter and lander magnetometers
RPC-MAG (Rosetta Plasma Consortium - Magnetometer) [8] and ROMAP
(Rosetta Magnetometer and Plasma Monitor) [9]. Due to the failure of
the active descent system (cold gas thruster) and harpoons, Philae
bounced of the surface several times before coming to a final rest.
Therefore no reliable attitude information could be derived solely from
OSIRIS images or solar array currents (due to unknown illumination
conditions) and the magnetic field measurements became one of the
main sources for attitude information.

Instead of just the nominal 7 h descent, it took an additional 2 h
(15:34:04 UTC - 17:31:17 UTC) before Philae finally landed [2,7,10,11].
The entire flight is illustrated in Fig. 1 showing the trajectory from the
initial touchdown (TD1), collision (COL) and second touchdown (TD2)
up to the final touchdown (TD3) overlaid on amosaic of OSIRIS images of
the corresponding area (adapted from Ref. [10]). The coordinates of the
individual events were updated using the latest information presented in
7
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Fig. 1. Philae's trajectory beginning at the descent (dashed white line), showing the first touchdown, the collision, second and third touchdown (white line) overlaid on a mosaic of OSIRIS
images taken at a distance of 30 km, adapted from Ref. [10].
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this paper and also including TD2. While the locations of TD1 and TD3
are known precisely from OSIRIS and ROLIS images, the coordinates of
the collision and the second touchdown were approximated assuming a
ballistic trajectory using several different kinds of observations (ranging
results, flight times and attitude) [7]. Fortunately, the coordinates of the
final landing site (Abydos) became available after Philae was found on
OSIRIS images [12].

2. Descent and touchdown 1

On November 12, 2014 at 08:35 UTC Philae was separated from the
Rosetta orbiter, descending on a ballistic trajectory towards the surface of
comet 67P/Churyumov-Gerasimenko. While the separation and the first
touchdown are already well documented [2,7,10,13,14], very little about
the descent dynamics and attitude has yet been published [7,15].

Philae was actively stabilized by an internal flywheel during descent.
The rotation axis of this flywheel was approximately parallel to the
lander z-axis. This ensured accurate antenna pointing and kept the
landing gear aligned for touchdown, but allowed Philae to rotate roughly
around its z-axis. The rotation rate changed over time due to small
changes in the flywheel rotation rate. To accurately reconstruct the
descent attitude, these changes in rotation have to be determined.

After separation the CONSERT radio experiment [16] as well as the
ROMAP and RPC-MAG sensors were all operating simultaneously.
Though the main purpose of the CONSERT instrument operation was to
track the distance between Rosetta and Philae during descent, it was also
possible to reconstruct the rotation from periodic changes in the CON-
SERT observations. The concurrent magnetic field measurements could
not only be used for scientific purposes [17–20], but also made it possible
to reconstruct the dynamic attitude of the lander during descent using a
similar approach to the one used by Ref. [21] to reconstruct the
final attitude.
Fig. 2. Maximum peak power of the CONSERT received signal at the orbiter du
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2.1. CONSERT observations

CONSERT operated from separation up until 40 min before the
nominal time of touchdown [22]. These measurements were performed
every 2.5 s. Based on the bi-static CONSERT sounding principle [22], it
was possible to track the distance between orbiter and lander through the
delay in the direct signal path of the CONSERT received signal. In this
data, a modulation of the received signal power (maximum peak power,
MPP) in the path between orbiter and lander [23] could be observed.
This modulation is a result of the antenna properties (frequency depen-
dent pattern and polarization) of CONSERT lander and orbiter antennas
and the movement and changes in attitude of lander and orbiter. It fea-
tures distinct signal minima which are used to calculate the rotation rate
through peak detection using the position of these minima. The temporal
distance between two consecutive minima under the assumption that
these minima mark the same position in the lander antenna pattern,
hence a 360∘ rotation, yield the rotation rate (see Fig. 2). The measured
rotation rate coincides with measurements from other instruments and
shows periodic fluctuations and a decline during the descent. This
behaviour can also be seen when obtaining the rotation rate from a
spectrogram of the maximum peak power measurements (Fig. 3). The
differences in rotation rate from the quasi-continuous spectrogram re-
sults and from the discrete peak detection results are explained by a
method inherent averaging in the spectrogram. The spectrogram was
obtained for the whole dataset of 9157 CONSERT measurements during
the descent. The temporal window size was chosen to be 1024 mea-
surements as a trade off between frequency resolution (approx. 0.4 mHz)
and averaging over time (1024 measurements, correspondent to approx.
43 min. of integration time). The performed FFTs were zero padded to
216 samples yielding a virtual frequency resolution below 0.01 mHz,
essentially fine enough to distinguish the observed changes in rotation
frequency. The window function was chosen as a Nutall window, which
ring descent. Detected minima used for the calculation of the rotation rate.



Fig. 3. CONSERT S: Rotation rate from spectrogram of the variation of the signal power during the descent. CONSERT P: Rotation rate from peak detection. Flywheel: Scaled Flywheel
rotation rate reconstructed based on ROMAP observations. Solar Arrays: Rotation rate based on solar panel (panel 2 and 4) current fluctuations. ROMAP: Rotation rate reconstructed from
magnetic field measurements.

Fig. 4. Dynamic power density spectrum of the Bx-component of the ROMAP magnetic field observations after separation from the orbiter showing two prominent signatures at � 14 mHz
and � 2 mHz caused by the flywheel electronics and the lander rotation respectively.

Fig. 5. Illustration of the lander reference frame and rotation axis alignment angles α and
β. The ROMAP SPM FOV is indicated by the funnel shaped lines and the arrow above
the sensor.
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minimizes the FFT artifacts (sidelobes). The rotation frequency hence
was extracted from the spectrogram using maximum detection and
following of the spectral line corresponding to the approx. 2 mHz or
approx. 0:71∘/s rotation rate. The results are plotted in comparison to the
results obtained by peak detection in Fig. 3. The spectrogram shows the
tendency of the rotation behaviour with a temporal resolution of 2.5s.
The peak detection indicates the likely true amplitudes of the variation in
the rotation rate every� 515s. The CONSERT results are shown in Fig. 3.
Fluctuations, especially the increase around 12:30 UTC, can be explained
by CONSERT's orbiter antenna properties in conjunction with corrections
of the orbiter's attitude during the descent. In order to understand the
origin of the observed fluctuations, the radiation and polarization prop-
erties of CONSERT's orbiter and lander antennas need to be considered.
The CONSERT link characteristic (gain, phase and polarization) between
lander and orbiter is a function of the orbiter's attitude. Due to small
changes in attitude, the phase property resulting from the
antenna-pattern is changed by a large degree. The change in phase yields
a change in the polarization angle [23] which causes a variation of the
polarization losses and hence the shift of the signal minimum in time.
This time shift is observed as fluctuations of the rotation rate.

2.2. RPC-MAG and ROMAP observations

The dynamic power spectrum of the magnetic field observed by
ROMAP during descent (see Fig. 4) shows two distinct signatures at
�14 mHz and�2 mHz. While the higher frequency signature was caused
by the flywheel electronics, the lower one was directly caused by the
lander rotation. The magnetic field created by the high frequency drive
circuit of the flywheel motor can be observed in the ROMAP spectrum
due to aliasing, even though the ROMAP sampling rate was significantly
lower than the flywheel rotation rate. Ground-based tests confirmed that
this aliased frequency is proportional to the actual flywheel rotation rate.
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Therefore, the scaled 14 mHz signature can be used to reconstruct the
flywheel rotation. Unfortunately as no usable flywheel housekeeping
data is available for the descent period, no direct comparison is possible.

The ROMAP sensor reference frame is aligned with the lander frame
(the lander reference frame is shown in Fig. 5). As the alignment of the
magnetic axes is known to within 0:6∘ and the mechanical tolerances are
smaller than 1∘, the combined alignment error between the two reference
frames is below 1:6∘. Because of this setup, a rotation around Philae's z-
axis causes the observed x- and y- components of the magnetic field to
change periodically creating a nearly sinusoidal signature in the observed
magnetic field. The frequency is equal to the rate the lander is rotating at.
As ROMAP was operating with a sampling rate of 1 Hz, the much slower
rotation of Philae was accurately resolved. Fig. 3 shows the reconstructed
rotation frequency based on the period of the sinusoidal signatures in the
x- and y-components of the ROMAP observations. Additionally, records
from two of the solar array currents (solar arrays 2 and 4) were also used
to reconstruct the rotation frequency (shown with orange dots) by
analyzing the changes in the solar array output current due to the
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changing insolation patterns. The solar array housekeeping data was
sampled every 12 s, therefore the temporal resolution is much worse in
comparison to the ROMAP and CONSERT results. The interpretation of
the solar array currents is furthermore complicated by geometric in-
fluences, for example due to self shadowing. Together with the setup of
the lander solar arrays, this makes an unambiguous attitude recon-
struction based solely on solar array currents impossible [14]. This
however is possible by comparing three-axis magnetic field observations.
Still a disadvantage of any reconstruction method based solely on mag-
netic field measurements is the dependence on the external magnetic
field conditions. This can, for example, be seen at around 10:20 UTC and
12:20 UTC were an increase in the overall magnetic activity (see Fig. 4)
causes a small apparent increase in the reconstructed rotation frequency
while no such change can be observed in the solar array or CONSERT
reconstruction. These influences by the external magnetic field could in
theory be corrected using orbiter measurements, but this would require
knowledge of the lander attitude beforehand to relate the individual
magnetic field components. Otherwise, only manual filtering based for
example on signatures in the field magnitude can be employed.

The solar array current, CONSERT and ROMAP reconstructions all
exhibit a decline in lander rotation rate over time. Based on the ROMAP
observations this decrease in the lander rotation frequency seems to be
caused directly by a decline in the flywheel rotation frequency. This
conclusion can be drawn from the fact that the relative slope of the
flywheel signature (see Fig. 4 at approx. 14 mHz) is the same as the one
observed in the rotation frequency. As the rotation frequency is already
known, only the phase of this rotation, the alignment of the rotation-axis
relative to the lander coordinate system and the global alignment of the
lander z-axis had to be determined to completely reconstruct the attitude.
First, the orientation of the rotation axis relative to the lander z-axis was
determined, then in a second step, the phase of the rotation was recon-
structed. Finally, the actual orientation of Philae relative to Rosetta was
determined.

To ascertain the rough alignment of Philae's rotation axis, the entire
three component RPC-MAG timeseries was first transformed into the
comet fixed “CHEOPS” coordinate-system (SPICE: 67P/C-GCK) which
was selected as global reference. The NASA NAIF SPICE system [24] was
used to facilitate the coordinate calculations. Afterwards, the field vec-
tors observed by RPC-MAG were numerically rotated (using the Euler
angles α and β) to find the best match between the ROMAP and RPC-MAG
z-components similar to what was described by Refs. [21,25]. The
resulting rotation matrix describes the transformation necessary to align
the z-axis of the CHEOPS system with the z-axis of the lander reference
frame. This was possible because Philae was approximately rotating
around the lander (and magnetometer) z-axis causing rotation signatures
in the x- and y-components, but leaving the ROMAP z-component mostly
undisturbed. In a second step the x- and y-component of the ROMAP
observations were numerically tilted (using the Euler angles α and β)
against the ROMAP z-axis (which is parallel to the lander z-axis) to
determine the exact alignment of the rotation axis relative to the lander
Fig. 6. Rotation angles for the alignment of the lander rotation axis relative to the lander z-axis f
10:20 UTC due to external magnetic field conditions.
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z-axis. This fine tuning was realized by varying the tilt angles to minimize
the power Pz(2 mHz) of the remaining rotational signature in the dy-
namic power spectrum of the z-component, while simultaneously
increasing the correlation with the already roughly aligned RPC-MAG
z-observations. These two steps were applied iteratively to maximize
the correlation coefficient while decreasing the alignment error. The
rotation matrices applied to the RPC-MAG and ROMAP data were of
the type:

M ¼
0
@

1 0 0
0 cos α �sin α
0 sin α cos α

1
A
0
@

cos β 0 sin β
0 1 0

�sin β 0 cos β

1
A (1)

The definition of these angles is illustrated in Fig. 5 for the lander case
and the results are given in Fig. 6. To resolve temporal changes in the
alignment of the rotation axis, the entire interval was split up into 187
individual 20 min segments overlapping each other by 90%. While β
remained relatively stable at around β ¼ 10∘, α increased from �10∘ to
10∘, which suggests a small shift in the rotation axis over time. Based on
previous work [21,25], an error of approx. ±5∘ can be expected. In a final
third step, the phase of the rotation around this axis was determined
using a brute-force based approach. The ROMAP magnetic field data
(already transformed into a coordinate system where the magnetic z-axis
is aligned with the lander rotation axis) was numerically rotated using
the previously determined frequency (Fig. 3) while varying the initial
rotation phase to get the best match to the corresponding RPC-MAG
observations (already transformed into a coordinate system where the
magnetic z-axis is aligned with the lander rotation axis). To account for
changes in magnetic field conditions, the entire descent interval was split
up into sections of 45 min, which were then independently used as input.
In contrast to the quasi-static z-axis alignment, the length of the intervals
had to be increased from 20 min to 45 min to account for the rotation
period. The overlap was kept at 90%. Philae's final attitude was than
calculated by combining the rotation in the lander x-y plane with the
alignment of the rotation axis relative to the lander z-axis and the
alignment of the lander z-axis relative to the CHEOPS reference frame.
The detailed attitude results are published in the PSA archive of ESA and
the PDS archive of NASA as part of the ancillary mission informa-
tion [26].

3. Collision

After the first touchdown, Philae lifted off again, and started to spin
up, due to the internal flywheel. Even though it was switched off after the
touchdown signal was detected by the internal electronics, the flywheel
transferred some of its momentum to the lander by internal friction. This
spin-up process could accurately be tracked in the spectra of the ROMAP
observations, as was done before for the descent. Fig. 7 shows the dy-
namic power spectral densities for the ROMAP Bx- and Bz- components
and overlaid in red the theoretically expected (based on the known
moment of inertia of flywheel and lander as described by Ref. [13])
or individual 20 min intervals overlapping by 90%. Fewer data points are available around



Fig. 8. Illustration of the geometry (not to scale) of the 16:20:00 UTC collision event
based on the attitude as reconstructed from ROMAP and RPC-MAG observations. The
position of this collision on the comet is shown by the red arrow pointing at the shape
model on the left side. (For interpretation of the references to colour in this figure legend,
the reader is referred to the web version of this article.)

Fig. 7. Dynamic power density spectrum of the Bx- and Bz-components of the ROMAP magnetic field observations after TD1 (15:34 UTC) with the predicted lander rotation frequency (red
curve) and the reconstructed rotation frequency (bottom panel). The change in rotation pattern before and after the 16:20 UTC collision event can be seen clearly. The ROMAP By-
component was omitted, as it is largely identical to the Bx-component. (For interpretation of the references to colour in this figure legend, the reader is referred to the web version of
this article.)
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rotation frequency. The bottom panel shows the predicted and recon-
structed lander rotation frequency, which reached its maximum of
77 mHz shortly before 16:20:00±1 s UTC. To extract only the lander
rotation frequency, a band-pass filter was used to remove all signal
components from the timeseries outside the range of 30 mHz–100 mHz
(based on the spectra and a comparison with the undisturbed RPC-MAG
observations). In a second step, the time between the peaks in the filtered
signals was calculated to get the rotation frequency for a given time. Up
to 16:20±1s UTC the rotation pattern matches the expected curve almost
exactly. Afterwards, instead of continuing to spin with a relatively con-
stant frequency (because the flywheel has spun down) as expected, the
observed rotation pattern changes drastically and the rotation frequency
dropped. This change in rotation pattern was a clear indication that some
kind of contact with the surface must have occurred, as there are no
possible internal causes for such a drastic tilt. In contrast to the first (and
the last two) TDs, no magnetic signature due to ROMAP boommovement
was present in the magnetic field observations. This indicates that unlike
before, no significant acceleration in the z-direction of the lander was
present. Therefore, this event was only classified as a collision with the
comet and not as a real touchdown. The approximate geometry of this
collision with the rim of the big Hatmehit crater is illustrated in Fig. 8. It
is based on the OSIRIS SHAP5 V1.0 [27] digital terrain model (DTM), the
reconstructed attitude and the approximate collision coordinates. The
attitude was determined from the magnetic field observations, using a
similar approach to the descent. First, the alignment of the rotation axis
was reconstructed to be able to determine the exact phase of the rotation.
To accomplish this, the same approach as previously for the descent was
used. As the rotation frequency was already known, only the phase had to
be varied and the results compared to the concurrently measured
RPC-MAG data. By this means a mean correlation coefficient between all
513
components of > 0.85 was achieved. The coordinates of this collision
were based on the trajectory reconstructions done by the SONC Philae
flight dynamics team [14,7], taking into account the exact collision time
as determined from the ROMAP observations and projecting these results
onto the latest OSIRIS DTM. By this means the approximate collision site



Fig. 9. ROMAP SPM particle counts for the Faraday cup and the two ion-channels showing the sudden drop-out after 17:25 UTC. As comparison the RF-Link signal strength with lander
signal acquisition (AoS) and loss off signal (LoS) and the voltage of solar array 6 (SA6) on the lid are displayed.

Fig. 10. OSIRIS NAC image of Philae at the final landing site overlaid with two models of
Philae illustrating the reconstructed ROMAP attitude before (left) and after TD3 (right -
position shifted for visibility). Adapted from Ref. [12].
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coordinates were determined to be [2.356; �0.381; �0.121] km using
the CHEOPS reference frame. Assuming all these intermediate results to
be correct, Philae struck the comet first with theþx-pointing foot with an
angle of approx. 55∘ relative to the surface and a horizontal velocity of
approx. 0.23 m/s. This attitude was again checked against the solar array
illumination patterns, which confirmed these estimations.

The collision caused Philae's axis of rotation to tilt significantly, while
the rotation frequency declined to approx. 42 mHz due to the lost energy.
514
Using the same approach as during the descent to calculate the rotation
axis alignment from the magnetic field observations, the new rotation
axis was tilted approx. 30∘ against the lander x-axis and �15∘ against the
y-axis. This tilt in the rotation axis caused the rotation signature to
become visible in the spectrum of the ROMAP z-component (see Fig. 7),
which is not possible by a simple rotation in the x-y plane (as during
descent and before COL). In addition to the rotation, Philae also nutated
with a period of 453 s. Because the internal flywheel had completely spun
down by 16:20 UTC the dynamic lander attitude was now only governed
by its moments of inertia. As this rotation pattern was much more
complicated than before the collision, only the attitude directly after the
collision and before TD2 was determined. The detailed attitude results
are be published in the PSA archive of ESA and the PDS archive of NASA
as part of the ancillary mission information [26].

4. Touchdown 2 and touchdown 3

At 17:25:35±1s UTC another boom movement was detected in the
ROMAPmagnetic field observations. Together with a complete change in
the dynamic lander attitude after this event, it was a clear indication of
another TD, during which Philae lost most of its remaining energy and
momentum. Little is known about the details of this 2nd TD as there are
no detailed images of the touchdown site. Based on the flight time, sur-
face topography and the known final landing site, this TD most likely
happened in the direction of [�0.152; �0.952; 0.266] relative to the
final site in an area roughly at [2.445–0.072 �0.343] km in CHEOPS
coordinates with a horizontal velocity of approx. 0.16m/s. Fig. 9 displays
the particle counts for the ROMAP plasmamonitor SPM (see Fig. 5 for the
position of the SPM sensor) ion and electron detectors in addition to RF-
Link and solar array housekeeping data. The solar wind particle (ions and
electrons) counts drop out immediately after this TD incident and
remained zero for the rest of the SPM observation period. As ROMAP HK
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remained nominal and the magnetometer continued to operate as ex-
pected, mechanical or electrical destruction of the sensor can be
excluded. Especially the high-voltage supply needed to operate the SPM
deflection plates is known to fail due to arcing if the sensor is compro-
mised in any way.

The top solar array (SA6) was not illuminated at 17:24:30 UTC and
moved into sunlight until 17:26:41 UTC. Philae lost the RF-Link with the
Rosetta orbiter at 17:25:16 UTC (LoS) and reacquired the signal at
17:25:46 UTC (AoS). Afterwards the link remained stable until 17:28:05
UTC. This behaviour can only be explained by shadowing caused by the
surrounding terrain or by Philae pointing away from the sun and the
orbiter. Shadowing by terrain is rather unlikely considering the local
surface geometry. Based on the earlier behaviour after collision, it is
more likely that off-pointing was the cause for the link break and illu-
mination changes. Due to geometric constraints, this would imply that
the balcony was pointing in the general direction of the surface. The most
likely scenario based on these observations is that the balcony side of the
lander with the deployed ROMAP boom tipped towards the comet sur-
face shortly before the time of contact (most likely due to the rotation
pattern) and the boom touched the upper surface layers scooping up
cometary material that blocked the detector entrances in the process. A
dust cloud caused by the surface contact itself would not be sufficient to
cover up the SPM sensor, as it was still operating nominally after the
much more powerful first TD, which is known to have created a sizable
dust cloud [2]. The particle drop-out can also not be caused solely by SPM
pointing (i.e. continuously pointing at the surface) because no particles
were detected even after the SA6 voltage shows illumination of the
panels, which requires the lid (and SPM) to face towards the sun.

After this contact, the attitude of Philae remained relatively stable
until it reached its final landing site at 17:31:16±1s (based on ROMAP
boom movement) UTC after travelling for an additional 6 min and
landing at [2.447; �0.063; �0.346] km. The final attitude after TD3 was
determined from combined RPC-MAG and ROMAP magnetic field ob-
servations [21] with an error below ±5�. This attitude information was
successfully used to re-establish contact with Philae in June 2015. Even
though the attitude for the time between TD2 and TD3 is only an esti-
mation, it seems plausible based on the local DTM and trajectory, as
Philae would have cleared the surrounding terrain during its approach.
The translation of the lander was most likely stopped by a cliff-like
structure and Philae then touched down with its feet on the comet sur-
face, accelerating the ROMAP boom one last time during TD3. OSIRIS
narrow-angle camera (NAC) images taken on September 2, 2016 clearly
show Philae at the final landing site [12] and made it possible to accu-
rately determine the landing site coordinates. Fig. 10 shows one of the
NAC images overlaid with two rendered models of Philae illustrating the
attitude directly before TD3 (left) and the final attitude (right - position
shifted for better visibility) the attitude changes commanded at the end
of the FSS (translation and rotation [2]) were taken into account to be
able to relate the OSIRIS image to the attitude information. These images
not only confirm the accuracy of the reconstructed attitude, but also
exclude the possibility of any significant attitude change of Philae after
the end of the FSS due to outgassing or sublimation.

5. Conclusions

Using several different sources (solar array currents, camera images
by OSIRIS, ROLIS & CIVA together with CONSERT radio tracking and
ROMAP & RPC-MAG magnetic field observations), it was possible to
reconstruct most of Philae's journey above the comet, which was vital for
the interpretation of the observational results of the lander. The entire
descent was reconstructed, showing a decline in the rotation rate from
2 mHz to 1.7 mHz, while the alignment of the lander z-axis changed by
� 10∘. After the first touchdown, Philae spun up again (caused by mo-
mentum transfer from the flywheel) reaching a maximum rotation fre-
quency of 77 mHz just before it collided with the þx-pointing foot with
the rim of the Hatmehit crater (approx. at [2.356; �0.381; �0.121] km)
515
at 16:20 UTC. This surface contact led to a significant tilt in the rotation
axis. At 17:25:35 UTC Philae touched down for the second time, which
caused the ROMAP magnetometer boom to hit the comet surface. Af-
terwards, the attitude remained relatively stable until the final touch-
down at 17:31:16 UTC ([2.447; �0.063; �0.346] km in CHEOPS
reference system). Together with images from orbit and radio-tracking,
one of the major sources of this information was magnetic measure-
ments by the ROMAP magnetometer in conjunction with concurrent
observations by the magnetometer on the Rosetta orbiter. Knowledge of
the final attitude made it possible to predict communication slots and re-
establish contact with the lander in June 2015. These results also match
the OSIRIS images of Philae and confirm, that Philae's attitude did not
change significantly between the end of the FSS in November 2014 and
the time the OSIRIS pictures of the lander were taken in September 2016.
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